About this report

This report aggregates anonymized ransomware data from actual cases handled and resolved by the Coveware support team on the Coveware incident response platform. Unlike surveys, which rely on sentiment, this report is created solely from a standardized set of data collected from every case.

By aggregating data, and broadcasting our findings, Coveware believes enterprises large and small can better protect themselves from the persistent and ever evolving ransomware threat.

To learn more about this report, reach out to info@coveware.com or visit www.coveware.com
The average ransom increased by 13% as compared to Q3 of 2018 ($5,973).

Coveware suspects the increase reflects the more targeted nature of recent ransomware attacks. In Q4, ransomware distributors focused on larger targets and via bespoke RDP & social engineering attack vectors. Higher priced ransomware strains like SamSam and Ryuk also increased in frequency during Q4, despite the ubiquity of Dharma, GandCrab and GlobelImposter.
Average downtime increased by 47% over Q3, also reflecting the increasingly bespoke nature of the attacks. The increase in downtime was due to the frequency of attacks where backup systems were wiped or encrypted as part of the attack.

We estimated downtime costs by reviewing the location and the industry of the organization and using labor and margin statistics to estimate downtime costs per hour.
Bitcoin, despite its falling price in Q4, continues to be the preferred cryptocurrency for ransomware. While Bitcoin wallets are anonymous, the transactions are trackable. Gandcrab charges 10% more for ransomware if paid in Bitcoin vs Dash, which is known for its greater anonymity.
93% of the time, paying the ransom results in a decryption tool. However, payment success rates vary dramatically based on ransomware type, and the victim company’s negotiation and payment tactics.

For example, the GandCrab TOR site is very reliable and delivers a decryptor tool if you pay. However, some variants of Dharma can be much riskier depending on the variant and individual distributor.
When a victim of ransomware pays, they receive a decryption key 93% of the time, but that is just the beginning of the recovery process. Encryption can damage or wipe files, and sometimes the decryption tools do not work well.

The average data recovery rate when a working tool is delivered is about 95% but varies dramatically depending on the type of ransomware. For example, Ryuk is low at ~60%, while SamSam is close to 100%.
Most Common Ransomware Types
1. Dharma / CrySiS (multiple variants)
2. GandCrab 5.04+
3. Global Imposter 2.0

Dharma/Crysis was the most prevalent type of ransomware in Q4. Distribution and variants increased significantly as did payment defaults. Dharma extensions .adobe and .gamma were the worst offenders registering the most payment defaults out of any other ransomware type. We attribute this to the increased syndication to less sophisticated ransomware distributors during the quarter.
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) based breaches were AGAIN the most prevalent ransomware attack vector in Q4. Accordingly, ransomware distributors are spending increased time inside of breached networks. Admin credentials are harvested so backups can be wiped or encrypted, ensuring the attack has maximum impact.

We expect this attack vector to remain popular until the number of vulnerable targets shrinks.
Importance Of Backups
Did backups become encrypted during the attack?

75% of organizations that paid a ransom had their backups compromised.

The percentage of companies with compromised backups increased over 54% in Q3. This is consistent with the increasingly bespoke nature of ransomware attacks in Q4. Backup systems are typically the first target of the hacker. Next, hackers encrypt the primary file and application servers in order to completely cripple the target company. Proper network partitioning and ‘least privilege’ administrative access are a must to avoid being compromised.
Professional service firms, such as regional law firms and CPA firms, continue to be a prime target for ransomware. These firms tend to under-invest in IT security, have weak or no backup policies, and have almost no tolerance for data loss.

We also observed an increase in local healthcare facilities being targeted. These attacks typically caused the facility to close their doors until critical scheduling and patient EMR servers could be recovered.
The average company size doubled to over 70 employees in Q4, up from 38 in Q3. This statistic compliments our observation that ransomware is becoming increasingly bespoke, targeting larger companies with more targeted attacks, and demanding higher ransoms.
Ransomware attacks moved up market in Q4, and accordingly the profile of the victim company’s IT staff shifted towards in-house, rather than outsourced.

Outsourced MSPs (Managed Service Providers) continued to be tested as both end clients, and break fix clients become targets.
Increased IT Security Spending
% of companies that increase their IT spending after having to pay for ransomware

70% of organizations that paid a ransom intend to increase their security spending to prevent future incidents

The percentage of companies that planned to increase their IT security spend following a ransomware attack increased in Q4. This likely reflects the larger profile of the average company and their ability to allocate budget to IT security spending.
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